1 Introduction
==============

The diagnosis and treatment for many oncological conditions necessitate a method for accurately detecting somatic and germline variants ([@bty849-B2]; [@bty849-B3]). Many algorithms have been developed for somatic single nucleotide variant (SNV) detection in matched tumor-normal DNA sequencing, and many algorithms have been developed for detecting germline variants, GATK being the most well-known ([@bty849-B8]). However, there is no single front runner, and different callers dominate in different situations. Particularly in the context of amplicon workflows, the standardization of variant calling pipelines remains elusive ([@bty849-B1]; [@bty849-B5]).

Pisces is unique primarily because it excels in the difficult and common situation where no matched normal sample exists for a given tumor sample. Pisces also performs well on germline samples. Pisces requires only aligned sequence data (BAM files) and a reference genome, and it returns a variant call file with SNVs and small indels. We present an overview of the Pisces algorithms, and compare the results to alternative small-variant calling tools.

2 Materials and methods
=======================

Pisces comprises four modules, each with a novel algorithmic strategy: Pisces read stitcher: reduces noise by stitching paired reads into consensus reads.Pisces Variant Caller: calls small variants, includes a collapsing algorithm to rescue variants broken up by read boundaries.Pisces variant quality recalibrator: in the event that the variant calls overwhelmingly follow a pattern associated with thermal damage or formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) deamination, this step will recalculate the variant QScore given the signature of the detected noise.Pisces variant phaser (Scylla): uses a read-backed greedy clustering method to assemble small variants into complex alleles.

Runtime for the Pisces Variant Caller on a 470 MB BAM (8 million reads) is 85 s. Runtime for a 2 GB BAM (60 million reads) is about 4 min. All were run with 20 threads on 2.60 GHz processors.

2.1 Testing methodology
-----------------------

We compared Pisces performance with the following alternative small-variant calling tools: the GATK HaplotypeCaller, LoFreq, VarDict and VarScan ([@bty849-B6]; [@bty849-B7]; [@bty849-B10]). The selection of third-party tools was based on the principle that they showed a superior performance in previous benchmarking studies ([@bty849-B2]; [@bty849-B5]). Each tool chosen offers a different variant calling strategy and might be optimal in other situations. A comprehensive comparison of tools is given elsewhere ([@bty849-B9]).

For our testing, we generated BAMs from four amplicon datasets, using the Illumina amplicon aligner, and then processed the BAMs through the variant callers. The results were assessed using the Hap.py accuracy assessment tool (<https://github.com/Illumina/hap.py>). The datasets were selected to include both well-characterized samples and realistic cancer samples.

2.2 Datasets
------------

All germline testing was done using established cell line samples from individuals NA12878 and NA12877 from the Coriell Institute. High-confidence variant calls are available for these individuals via Platinum Genomes build 2016-1.0 ([@bty849-B4]). These samples were run on two different panels to produce two distinct datasets. The Variant Panel was designed to target known variants in the NA12878 and NA12877 samples, specifically for the purpose of assessing the accuracy of sequencing applications. The Myeloid Panel is a commercial panel which targets genes frequently mutated in blood cancer disorders.

The somatic datasets are as follows: the Titration dataset is a mixture of the NA12878 and NA12877 cell line samples, serially diluted to present a range of variant frequencies, observed down to 1%. The titrated samples were run with the Variant Panel, and cover the same high-confidence variants. The RAS Panel dataset was generated from a set of colorectal cancer tissue blocks which were FFPE treated and extracted 8--9 years later. Those samples were evaluated by alternate methods (Sanger sequencing and therascreen KRAS test by Qiagen) to provide a gold standard.

3 Results
=========

In [Table 1](#bty849-T1){ref-type="table"}, we show average accuracy metrics by variant caller across all samples for each dataset. The *F*-score given is the average of the *F*1 for SNVs and the *F*1 for indels. Pste means the full Pisces Suite was used and Pvc means only the Pisces Variant Caller was used. In each of the four datasets, Pisces attained the highest number of best-performing metrics. For germline calling, Pisces Variant Caller alone does slightly better than the more complex pipeline. In the somatic case, best results are achieved with the full Pisces Suite. Pisces' success with respect to indel calling is due to its variant collapsing algorithm, while the stitching algorithm enabled higher accuracy for low frequency datasets. We give more discussion in the [Supplementary Results section](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. To conclude, Pisces is an accurate tool for small-variant detection.

###### 

Accuracy metrics by Variant Caller

  Work flow   Dataset   Tool    SNV recall   SNV precision    Indel recall   Indel precision   \#Truth Var  *F*1
  ----------- --------- ------- ------------ --------------- -------------- ----------------- ------------- ------
  Somatic     Titr      Pste    99.9         99.1                 97.9            91.3            2100      97.0
  Titr        Pvc       99.9    98.4         97.9                 87.2            2100            95.7      
  Titr        LoFreq    99.2    91.0         99.8                 72.8            2100            89.9      
  Titr        VarDict   96.8    75.6         82.2                 85.0            2100            84.7      
  RAS         Pste      98.1    84.1         NA                    NA              638            90.5      
  RAS         Pvc       98.3    78.4         NA                    NA              638            87.2      
  RAS         LoFreq    98.3    66.7         NA                    NA              638            79.5      
  RAS         VarDict   98.0    66.8         NA                    NA              638            79.4      
  Germline    VP        Pste    100.0        100.0                98.9            100.0           3376      99.7
  VP          Pvc       100.0   100.0        100.0               100.0            3376            100.0     
  VP          GATK      79.2    97.0         91.0                 97.1            3376            90.7      
  VP          VarScan   94.3    94.5         97.8                 87.7            3376            93.5      
  Myl         Pste      93.6    94.8         91.4                 98.8             749            94.6      
  Myl         Pvc       93.6    94.8         92.6                 99.0             749            94.9      
  Myl         GATK      90.0    94.0         63.6                 38.9             749            71.2      
  Myl         VarScan   84.4    93.9         95.7                 58.0             749            82.4      
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Click here for additional data file.
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